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FOR EVERY CHALLENGE
WE FIND A SOLUTION



CUSTOMER ORIENTED 
OUR PRIMARY AIM IS
TO ADD VALUE TO OUR
CUSTOMERS’ OPERATIONS
AND CONTRIBUTE  
TO THEIR SUSTAINED  
SUCCESS.
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WHO WE ARE
CREATIVE PEOPLE DRIVING
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

ROSEN is an extended team of people with a passion for technology 
and innovation. Highly skilled and experienced, we are motivated by 
the challenges posed by customers working in demanding operating 
and business environments. We are constantly moving ahead, looking 
for the next serious challenge, striving to raise standards.

Understanding technical needs and business drivers
An exceptional solution requires a genuine appreciation 
of the problem. Consequently, we work closely with our 
customers to understand exactly what their technical 
needs and business drivers are. We are good at listening, 
a vital quality when determining how we can best help to 
overcome complex operational challenges.

Our objective is to provide competitive, tailored solutions 
that get to the heart of problems and generate sustainable 
business value for our customers. This is how we gain 
our customers’ trust and build confidence in our products 
and services. 

Focus on customer benefits
Through talented people well versed in inspection  
technologies and integrity management, we have the  
capabilities to help our customers to reduce their  
operating costs, plan maintenance and rehabilitation 
work more effectively, reduce downtime or even  
avoid costly shutdowns, manage risks and operate  
with greater safety.

Ultimately, we focus on providing solutions that  
safeguard our customers’ investments in vital and  
costly assets, enhance their operations, enable  
them to work in new and better ways, and preserve  
hard-won reputations.

[SOLUTIONS] – GENERATING BUSINESS VALUE
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a challenge driven ROSEN team

Fostering a can-do culture
Our ambition is for ROSEN to be the undisputed leader in 
the field across all of the industries that we serve. We 
achieve this by maintaining the can-do attitude that has 
characterized our company from its formation over 30 
years ago. Can-do people are driven by challenges; they 
rise above obstacles; they come to work for the opportunity 
to devise solutions to our customers challenges.

Demonstrating a can-do attitude
It is this can-do attitude that took ROSEN ahead of the 
competition in the in-line inspection of pipelines for the 
oil and gas industry and is now opening up a range of 
new applications for our technologies in other industries.

It is this can-do attitude that made ROSEN the first choice 
for customers who put high value on the integrity of their 
vital and sometimes critical assets.

It is this can-do attitude that enabled us to successfully 
introduce electromagnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT)  
inspection technology into the market.

It is this can-do attitude that helped us to develop and set 
up, in a matter of months, a new business that eventually 
manufactured more than 200.000 novel, intelligent pipe 
end caps for the Nord Stream gas pipeline project.

Many companies talk of having a can-do attitude. It is not 
enough simply to talk about it. At ROSEN we know we 
have to demonstrate it to all of our customers all the time.

[CAN-DO] – DRIVEN BY THE CHALLENGE
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People certainly make the difference at ROSEN. Why?  
Because we go to great lengths to employ the right  
people in the right positions. Our tremendous and  
ongoing organic growth results in manifold career  
opportunities and gives our employees chances for  

Competence
We are confident in our ability to get things done. We are 
a technology driven company. Over 90 % of our employees 
have a technical education and background. Our people 
are highly skilled, professional workers with many talents, 
experience and a deep understanding of industry needs.

Creativity
ROSEN is a company on the move. We are not about  
to rest on our laurels. Our people are driven, flexible  
and imaginative – which together makes for constant  
creativity. ROSEN people are always looking ahead, 
looking for the next customer challenge, looking to  
challenge themselves. This is a key element of our ability 
to solve the most demanding challenges our customers 
present to us.

Commitment
We take pride in our work and value our reputation for 
always doing what we say we’ll do. This is the basis  
of ensuring that our customers are satisfied with our 
products and services. It is why customers return to 
ROSEN, why customers count on us. We are committed 
to this business; we are in it for the long term; there is  
no other way we could ever behave.

further development and added experience. When  
recruiting, we look for several things: outstanding  
technical competence, creativity, strong personal  
qualities, and especially drive and commitment.

[PEOPLE] – MAKING THE DIFFERENCE
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startup of an ultrasound crack detection inspection unit

Empowered by technology
We are empowered by technology at ROSEN. Technology 
is the engine for our innovation, for the solutions that we 
create and the value we provide our customers.

ROSEN would not exist if it were not for technology and 
innovation – together they form the cornerstones of our 
business. Investment in research and development is  
investment in our organic growth, our competitiveness 
and the sustainability of our business. Moreover, it is  
investment in our customers. Technology and innovation 
is a business process at ROSEN. It is not something we 
leave to chance.

Technology Centers
ROSEN has established technology and research centers 
in Europe, the USA, Saudi Arabia and South America. Our 
biggest center in Lingen, Germany, employs more than 
800 people, nearly one-third of the ROSEN workforce.  
It is an advanced technology environment designed to 
stimulate communication and teamwork, creativity and 
innovation.

Half of the people in Lingen work in the Innovation Center 
and the remainder in process engineering, manufacturing, 
assembly, testing and logistics – the ROSEN “Factory”.

[TECHNOLOGY] – THE BASIS FOR INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
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THE BEST SOLUTIONS
WE ARE COMMITTED
TO DELIVER
COMPETITIVE, FLEXIBLE
AND RELIABLE PRODUCT
AND SERVICE SOLUTIONS.
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WHAT WE DO
WE TRANSLATE TECHNOLOGY
INTO SOLUTIONS

Customers don’t just value us on how smart our technology is or 
even how innovative we are. It is results that matter. Customers 
value us on our ability to implement superior solutions to the  
challenges that they are faced with. Our aim must be to enhance 
our customers operations and add value to their businesses.

Accurate condition assessment
ROSEN’s reputation is for innovative and reliable  
inspection technologies. Additionally, all the tools we  
use are developed, manufactured and operated by  
ourselves, a key feature of our ability to deliver flexible  
and customized inspection solutions.

Accurate inspection data is a vital element of every asset 
integrity process. We have decades of experience and 
have inspected billions of square meters with ultrasound, 
eddy current, magnetic flux leakage, optical and acoustic 
technologies. Further, for special applications we now  
offer our exclusive EMAT inspection technology.

We faithfully record and store all the data we collect.  
This gives our customers the utmost transparency and 
ensures the quality of the inspection data used as input 
for the integrity management process.

Challenging applications in demanding environments
ROSEN takes on the most challenging inspection  
projects, which often involve assets designed without 
real consideration of their inspection needs. We are used 
to dealing with harsh environments, high pressures,  
extreme temperatures, complex geometries, multi  
diameter designs, steep internal diameter changes and 
situations of limited access. 

INSPECTION SOLUTIONS
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World-class engineering consultancy
We are proud of having one of the largest integrity  
engineering teams in the industry, representing several 
hundred years of combined project experience. Over  
the years, we have delivered our integrity services in  
more than 40 countries for a wide range of well-known  
customers, all with one thing in mind – safety. 

Our experts develop integrity management strategies  
for assets starting at the design stage and assess older 
assets aiming to ensure optimum capacity or even  
extending operational life. We often place our top  
engineers in our customers’ organizations to allow ideal 
knowledge exchange. 

First-hand experience in risk-based inspection practices
is underpinned by expertise in corrosion, metallurgy,  
materials selection, welding, coatings and cathodic  

protection. Specific failure investigation work in our own 
laboratories complements our portfolio.

Software implementation and data services
ROAIMS for Pipelines has become established as one  
of the industry’s best recognized integrity management 
software suites. Vast amounts of integrity-related  
records are integrated and assessed using our tools to 
draw sound conclusions on repair and maintenance 
tasks. We have a powerful team of qualified software  
designers working in this technology field based in  
Lingen, Germany and Bogotá, Colombia.

Utilizing our products, we perform data integration  
services in order to support risk-based inspections,  
integrity assessments, high-consequence area (HCA) 
analysis and environmental impact assessments.

INTEGRITY SOLUTIONS

engineers assessing the integrity of a storage tank
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Deep vertical integration
Over a period of 30 years, ROSEN has developed a world 
class product manufacturing capability – 85 % of our 
products are made in-house. Skilled workers use the  
latest computer-controlled machines for the production 
of electronic, mechanical and plastics components.

With semi-automated production lines, we manufacture 
hundreds of thousands of high-quality parts annually.  
We are ISO 9001 certified and our development and  
production processes are well controlled, documented 
and audited.

Wide range of product solutions
ROSEN is an expert in sensor and data acquisition  
technologies and supplies sophisticated instruments like 
full body inspection systems for pipe mills, data loggers, 
tool location transmitters, and other sensor systems. 

Pipeline cleaning tools are a great strength of the  
company. Our work in this area has led us into the  
development of high-performance polyurethane  
elastomers for use in abrasive environments. 

Wear protection equipment for mining and interior  
coatings for slurry pipelines made from our high- 
performance elastomers are saving significant  
maintenance cost in the global mining industry.  
Intelligent products combining elastomers properties  
with sensors are protecting pipes in offshore pipeline 
construction or monitoring wear in mining applications.

Besides providing hardware, ROSEN is a leading  
provider of customized software solutions that help  
customers in making key operational decisions.

PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

quality control on the internal coating of a pipe joint during production
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optimizing an EMAT sensor system in the laboratory 

A fresh approach to unusual challenges
The ROSEN technology and research centers constantly 
strive to improve our products and services, to broaden 
their use and to develop new applications. In addition – 
and because our capacity for research and development 
exceeds any of our competitors’ – we frequently take on 
technology projects at the request of individual customers 
faced by unusual challenges.

The work used to be mostly related to the inspection of 
pipelines with difficult geometries or limited access or 
that operate under challenging conditions. These days it 
is just as likely to involve structures outside of this realm 
and serve customers looking for fresh solutions to make 
a wider range of assets safe to operate.

In these cases, we work extremely close with the  
customer from the earliest possible stage, to understand 
and meet the exact nature of their requirement.

Typically, we undertake feasibility studies and follow 
these up with research and development and pilot  
engineering work to formulate an economic and practical 
solution to the customer’s challenge. The development  
of a specialized, high-energy cleaning tool to remove wax 
deposits from corrosion pits to ensure effective corrosion 
inhibitor treatment is just one example of the kind of 
work we’ve been asked to undertake and completed  
successfully on time. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SOLUTIONS
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COMPLIANCE AND 
INTEGRITY
WE HELP TO ENSURE 
THE INTEGRITY AND 
REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
OF ASSETS IN A WIDE
RANGE OF INDUSTRIES.
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INDUSTRIES WE SERVE
FOR CUSTOMERS WHO PLACE
A PREMIUM ON INTEGRITY

ROSEN has become synonymous with the in-line inspection of oil 
and gas pipelines always using the latest technologies. But this  
is not all we can do. Moving always ahead, ROSEN now provides  
products and services to a much wider range of industries that  
operate critical assets and place a high value on their integrity.

We are expanding our range of customers in a carefully 
controlled way by focusing on applications where  
we can clearly add value to their operations. Pipeline  
inspection has led us naturally into work for plant and 
terminal operators and for customers in the broader 
energy industry. In addition, the technologies developed 

Oil & Gas Industry
ROSEN supports the oil and gas industry with a focus on 
integrity and maximizing asset lifespan. Our wide range 
of products and services contribute to safe and reliable 
infrastructure operation. Customers come to ROSEN for 
our technology and experience, our focus on inspection 
and data quality, and especially the people we have  
in the field and their proven ability to take on the most 
challenging projects and complete them safely. 

Energy Industry
We are expanding our activities in the energy and power 
generation industries. We provide equipment to measure 
the flow of hot gas in power stations and are getting  
involved in the integrity management of gas storage  
systems. We are also active in the wind energy industry, 
where we supply polyurethane materials for use in wind 
turbine foundations. 

in these areas are increasingly finding applications  
in other business sectors where asset integrity is high  
on the agenda; applications are opening up for us in  
mining, heavy industrial manufacturing, processing,  
telecommunications and transportation.

LEVERAGING OUR INDUSTRY  
AND TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE
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Process Industry
Our customers in the process industry know that sustained 
success in their industry absolutely depends on plant 
safety. So they come to ROSEN to maximize the integrity 
of their assets and to increase plant availability. We offer 
integrity and inspection solutions for critical assets like 
storage tanks, piping and pressure vessels.

Mining Industry
The mining industry is a growth area for ROSEN. We are 
supplying a range of polyurethane materials and coatings 
designed to provide abrasion protection. Internal pipeline 
protection is a key area where our advanced polyurethane 
formulations can offer major advantages. That our coatings 
are also protecting the loading areas of mining trucks 
demonstrates their tremendous strength and resilience.

Manufacturing Industry
Manufacturing is an integral part of our economy.  
Especially when it comes to the production of critical 
components, integrity becomes a major aspect from  
the beginning. We provide systems for the inspection of 
hot steel plates and pipes as they emerge from the  
manufacturing process. These are generally dedicated 
inspection systems built into the production scheme.

Telecommunication Industry
We have become involved in the inspection of the 
transmitter masts used by mobile phone operators. The 
rapid expansion of mobile networks has led to more  
antennae being mounted on some masts than originally 
planned. In these instances, the possible deformation  
of the masts has to be assessed and careful integrity 
forecasts made before the work can go ahead safely. 

Transportation Industry
In the transport sector, we are involved in inspecting 
ships’ cargo tanks. We have also developed a system for 
inspecting the wheels of locomotives and rolling stock 
while trains travel through stations at low speeds. In  
addition, we are looking at novel inspection systems for 
use in assessing the integrity of airplane fuselages.





FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
ROSEN IS PRIVATELY
OWNED AND FINANCED.
THIS GIVES US
FREEDOM TO ACT IN OUR
CUSTOMERS’ INTEREST.
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WHERE WE COME FROM
ORGANIC GROWTH REMAINS
THE KEY TO OUR SUCCESS

ROSEN was established more than 30 years ago by just a handful 
of highly motivated individuals. Today, the company is an industry 
leader employing over 3000 people at numerous locations
around the world. ROSEN has grown organically and enjoyed  
consistent ownership and benefits from having the firmest of  
foundations.

Phased growth and changes in character
ROSEN has progressed and evolved over the years. A 
small group of “explorers” looking for the best ways  
to apply their skills and engineering knowledge started 
the company. They quickly identified a market need in  
the oil and gas pipeline inspection as an opportunity. 
They soon became focused “adventurers” set on meeting 
market demands and creating a brighter new future for 
the industry with ROSEN at its side.

A period of rapid company development followed, as 
ROSEN gained a reputation for being a “challenger” with 
the will, determination – ability – to tackle the really tough 
issues faced by pipeline operators around the world. This 
resulted in ROSEN becoming the top “competitor” in its 
field with an expanding product and service portfolio, the 
ability to provide integrity solutions and a growing variety 
of innovative materials.

Today, ROSEN is an industry “leader”, setting new  
standards, mastering complexity and developing new  
applications in business segments beyond oil and gas.

Independence creates customer benefits
One feature has remained unchanged throughout the  
development of the company: ROSEN is privately owned 
and fiercely independent. The company is not reliant on 
banks or other financial institutions. The company is 
close to its customers, but is not dependent on any single 
relationship. We have strong links to our providers, but 
no formal ties with any of them. And there are no exter-
nal shareholders or investors with short-term gains in 
mind.

Consequently, ROSEN can take the long view on  
customers’ needs and technology developments. We  
can work freely with customers and invest in research 
and development to help meet the challenges likely  
to emerge in the future.

We can make operational and business decisions quickly, 
which makes us unusually responsive, flexible, fast on 
our feet and first to develop solutions to customers’  
challenges. In addition, we can guarantee reliability and 
continuity of service quality, as demonstrated by our  
solid, uncomplicated 30-year track record. 

EVOLUTION – EXPLORER TO LEADER
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employee with his children in our company kindergarten 

Our business is all about safety - the protection and  
integrity of vital assets, the safety of complex operations 
and the preservation of the environment. So it is natural 
that we want to extend that focus to the people who work 
for us and the people who work with us.

Work-life balance is important to us. We have flexible 
working hours and operate ROSEN kindergartens at  
our biggest facilities. These have become role models  
for other organizations. We teach children social skills 
and environmental awareness, languages and focus  
on making nature, science and computing exciting and 
enjoyable.

Training and professional development are key elements 
of our employment policy and we provide career-long 
learning opportunities. We also seek to offer young people 
internships with the company and to provide early  
exposure to the basic sciences, mechanics, electronics 
and software engineering. 

Links to local universities are important and we encourage 
these by sponsoring students directly and running award 
programs connected to the production of final degree 
theses, for example.

RESPONSIBLE AND COMMITTED EMPLOYER
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WHERE WE ARE
GLOBAL COMPANY WORKING 
FACE TO FACE WITH CUSTOMERS

Think global, act local
ROSEN is a global company with offices, operations  
and technology centers in many locations worldwide.  
Our main customers and their activities are global.  
Nevertheless, local cultures, business practices,  
legislation, logistics and supply chain issues add a  
local flavor in most projects. By placing our products  

We have an office near you, wherever you are based.  
If you would like more information, please contact us:

www.rosen-group.com

and services – and our skills and knowledge – close to 
our customers, we are better able to understand the  
true nature of their requirements and provide the most 
appropriate solutions. Most importantly, we can talk face 
to face, which is the key to establishing confidence and 
trust and working together effectively. 

Locations
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